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Just imagine having the confidence when walking into a casino or playing roulette online and

knowing that you could win up to 80% of the time if you apply the simple strategies explained in this

short book...My gambling friend,You may be asking yourself; Why would someone give away

secrets so powerful? Well, these roulette strategies work, but you need to have the discipline and

patience to apply them properly. The things I reveal to you are not hard to remember and you won't

need a cheat-sheet or a photographic memory, but I do recommend that you practice online or just

observe at the casino before betting real money right away.The casino roulette strategy will give you

16.666% long-term advantage for the player and against the house.My online roulette strategy will

allow you to win almost 80% of your bets, if done right.That's right, you can take advantage of my

50+ years of roulette research and real-world experience by paying the small price for this short

kindle book.Download yourself a copy of "Roulette Strategies that Work & Beat the House

Advantage" today!Sincerely,Jim Rosenbaum
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This book is full of the best roulette related advice that I have ever came across. The author is a true



expert with decades of experience and research and it really shows through the content that he has

chosen to share. I have already tried some of these methods on a free, sophisticated roulette game

online and now I really know that these algorithms are in fact real and definitely help the player. I am

looking forward to putting some more practice in and then taking it onto a real game with a wager.

It's great to know that the player can finally have the advantage instead of the already rich casinos. I

highly recommend this book, there's so many great tips and the best part is that it's not all

speculation and guesses, the author provides real mathematical equations and examples that

definitely get the job done

I was never one for playing roulette because I usually lose. However, this book is very useful. The

author explains the game and gives you real strategies that you can use to master it and not lose all

of your money. They are explained fully so that anyone can understand them. I can't wait to try this

the next time I go to Vegas.

This was not a long read, but why does it need to be? The author simply needs to explain the

system, so a handful of pages is all thats needed. Well, that suits me down to the ground - an easy

system is one you can replicate over and over again. Not that its easy to implement, im sure it will

take some getting used to, but does anything in life come that easy, especially making money? I

havent tried it yet, but will do so the next time I crash out playing poker in my local casino!

The book is a scam. Don't lose you time to download it , even it is offered free. And of coursedon't

lose your money trying this "strategies" playing at a real roulette.

I cannot understand why there are so many good reviews on this? The drawdowns are huge on the

live wheel system, and the online system is a complete and utter joke with no edge whatsoever.
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